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Storing Sparse Messages in Networks
of Neural Cliques
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Abstract— An extension to a recently introduced binary neural
network is proposed to allow the storage of sparse messages,
in large numbers and with high memory efficiency. This new
network is justified both in biological and informational terms.
The storage and retrieval rules are detailed and illustrated by
various simulation results.
Index Terms— Associative memory, error correcting code,
machine learning, parsimony, recurrent neural network, sparse
coding.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE brain stores information with high concern for parsimony. For obvious reasons of both restricted available
resource and energy limitations, the pieces of information
memorized by the biological neural network result from a
strong compression of the physical stimuli stemming from the
“richly detailed world” [1]. For the same reasons, storage and
retrieving operations involve a few cerebral regions and a few
neurons at each time. The way the brain recruits and organizes
these small populations of neurons to perform the so-called
“sparse coding” of mental information [2]–[5] has still to be
discovered.
On the other hand, in healthy brains, mental information
is robust and durable, therefore must be redundant. Without
redundancy, mental information would be too frail facing the
physicochemical aggressions that the brain constituents suffer
continuously and for so many years.
In those terms, the situation is very similar to the wellknown source coding/channel coding scheme of modern
telecommunication systems: first, information is cleared of
useless components and then intelligent redundancy is added
to allow error correction at the receiver side [6]. This rationale
has recently led to the proposal of a new neural architecture
combining recurrent binary networks and error correcting
codes [7]. Actually, it was demonstrated in this latter paper
that no error-correcting code had to be artificially added.
Indeed, any graph, whatever the support, biological or artificial, may contain highly redundant codewords when they
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are assimilated to specific graph patterns, namely cliques.
Exploiting this very beneficial property, multipartite cliquebased networks have been proposed in [7] to store messages
with large diversity (the maximum number of messages that
can be stored) and capacity (the maximum amount of stored
binary information), as well as strong robustness toward
erasures or errors. However, these networks were devised in
such a way that all the clusters resulting from multipartition
are used in the memorization procedure. Therefore, they do
not correspond directly to the sparse coding vision of mental
information. Moreover, the diversity of these networks is
proportional to the square of the number of nodes in each
cluster, and not to the square of the total number of nodes.
To lift these restrictions, the clique-based networks have to
be reconsidered and reassessed with respect to the storage of
sparse messages, that is, messages that do not call for the
complete network but only for parts of it. The storage cost
(i.e., the required binary resource) for sparse messages being
significantly reduced compared with that of nonsparse ones,
the improvement in diversity is appreciable.
The acquisition and storage of sparse messages have been
an important research topic in various fields; among those
are compressed sensing [8], [9], sparse regression [10] and
information theory [11]–[13]. Regarding the possible applications of the network presented in this paper, the most obvious
one could be the implementation of dictionaries for the sparse
acquisition and representation of data, such as speech, images
or semantics [14]–[16]. In this kind of applications, the network would acquire and store numerous dictionary codewords
materialized by small cliques and the concomitant activation of
some of these cliques would materialize a particular element
of knowledge. The dictionary may be prefixed (e.g., using
wavelets as codewords) or may evolve with the coming of
new elements. The advantages offered by the network for the
implementation of such dictionaries would be high capacity,
full parallelism, and error correction capability. The rest of this
paper, which does not deal with such advanced applications but
deepens the informational properties of the proposed network,
is organized in seven sections. Section II recalls the principles
and notations of the clique-based networks and also proposes
a slight improvement of the retrieving algorithm introduced
in [7]. Some considerations about the biological plausibility
of the architecture are propounded as well. In Section III,
the storage and retrieving algorithms of sparse messages
are described. Sections IV and V provide some theoretical
analysis and simulation results for the basic applications of
associative memory and set implementation. Section VI gives
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an illustration of the network performance, in terms of error
correction for classification. In section VII, the question of
sparse messages with variable degrees of sparsity is taken up.
Finally, some comments about the openings of this new kind
of neural networks are proposed in the conclusion.
II. N ETWORKS OF N EURAL C LIQUES
A. Summary
Consider a network with n binary nodes linked by binary
edges (that is, each edge exists with weight 1 or does not
exist). This network can then be described by a nonweighted,
nonoriented graph whose nodes may be activated or not, with
respective values 1 and 0. The network is split into c clusters,
each containing l = n/c nodes. For reasons that will be
given later, these nodes are called fanals. Though any alphabet
with cardinality l could be considered in the representation
of information stored by the network, we focus on binary
messages to allow classic computations or estimations of
storage properties. Therefore, l is taken to be a power of 2:
l = 2κ . With an input binary message m of length k = cκ
bits to store, is associated a unique set of fanals, one per
cluster, using the mapping: C : m = (m 1 , . . . , m i , . . . , m c ) →
( f (m 1 ), . . . , f (m i ), . . . , f (m c )) where m i of length κ bits is
the submessage or character associated with the i th cluster,
f (.) is the function that maps each submessage to a unique
fanal in the corresponding cluster.
Thus, the network stores a given message by selecting one
fanal per cluster and connecting these c fanals to build a
fully interconnected subgraph, that is, a clique. In other words,
storing the particular message m is equivalent to storing the
pattern C(m). If M is the set of messages stored by the
network, W(m) the set of edges that has to be created to
store particular message m, the ensemble W of existing edges
resulting from the storage of M is simply given by

W(m).
(1)
W=

A memory effect with parameter γ is added to the message
passing procedure. This relation is slightly different from
the one proposed in [7], as the summation on node n i j of
the signals stemming from the same cluster with index i  is
replaced with a selection of its maximum. The reason why
equation (2) is now preferred is detailed in [17]. Briefly, the
max function is justified by the following argument: when
several fanals are active within the same cluster, that is, in the
presence of ambiguity, this very cluster must not impact on the
rest of the network more than in the case of only one active
fanal. In other words, ambiguity is tolerated at the local level
but not favored at the global scale. As for the local winnertake-all selection, the relations are the same as in [7], precisely
∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ c : v max,i ← max (v(n i j ))
1≤ j ≤l

∀i and j, 1 ≤ i ≤ c, 1 ≤ j ≤ l :

1 if v(n i j ) = v max,i and v max,i ≥ σ,
.
v(n i j ) =
0 otherwise

(3)

After these operations, all fanals have value of 1 or 0, which
explains why this network is said to be binary, even if transitory fanal values may be larger than 1. σ is a threshold, which
is quite comparable with that of the McCulloch–Pitts model
of neuron [18] and which may be used as an additional level
of control. In normal conditions and classical applications, all
the v max,i computed in the c clusters are equal and can then be
reduced to a single maximal score v max . A counter-example
would be, for instance, a network in which some established
connections have disappeared, due to some physical flaw;
in these conditions, some signals may be missing in the
computation described by (2), preventing one or more fanal
values from reaching v max .
After the calculations formulated by (3), more than one fanal
may remain activated within the same cluster. In this ambiguous situation, a repetition of (2) and (3) may be profitable and
the process may need several iterations to converge toward a
fixed point.

m∈M

This result does not depend on the order in which messages
are presented, and storing a new message can be done at any
moment. This very simple storage rule leads to a completely
binary network. Note that no connection is established within
a cluster.
The retrieving algorithm is a two step, possibly iterative,
procedure. First, at the global scale and from what is known
of the stimulus (that is, some of the submessages m i ), the
corresponding fanals send unitary signals toward the network
through established connections and then, the contributions
are added at each node. After this message passing step, at the
local scale of each cluster, a winner-take-all rule is performed.
Noting v(n i j ) the value of the j th fanal in the cluster with
index i (1 ≤ i ≤ c; 1 ≤ j ≤ l) and w(i  j  )(i j ) the weight
(0 or 1) of the edge between the fanals n i  j  and n i j , the
global decoding equation is
v(n i j ) ←

c

i  =1

max (w(i  j  )(i j ) v(n i  j  )) + γ v(n i j ).

1≤ j  ≤l

(2)

B. Biological Considerations
As already pointed out in the introduction, parsimony is a
prominent characteristic of the brain organization and functioning. The amount of data which are continually conveyed
by the nervous system, the visual cortex for instance, is
gigantic. Yet, what is retained by the brain for a possible
later exploitation (e.g., the description of a flower) requires
much less information than the original physical stimuli. These
stimuli undertake several filtering operations, from the sensory
levels (e.g., points, lines, shapes and colors) to the most
cognitive ones (names, concepts, etc.), each level adapting the
elements of knowledge to its own mode of representation and
storage [19].
It is now surmised [3], [20] that these different modes
of representation of mental information, either sensory or
cognitive, correspond to the activation of small populations
of neurons in dedicated parts of the cortex. Under some
strongly reductionist hypotheses, it is possible to describe this
biological network by a recurrent graph in which the activation
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of some nodes may form a pattern, which could be considered
as the material representation of a stored piece of information.
Actually, from the point of view of informational organization, the fundamental processing unit acting as a repetitive
node in the biological graph is likely not a neuron alone,
but the microcolumn (also called the minicolumn) [21]–[23].
This very heterogeneous group of about 100 neurons repeats
itself quasi-uniformly over the about 20 square decimeters
of the human gray matter. Therefore, the microcolumn, as
an “identical repeating unit”, can be considered as a node
in a graph, able to receive and send many signals from and
toward the rest of the network, with the same informational
abilities everywhere in the cortex. As written in [23]: “current
data on the microcolumn indicate that the neurons within the
microcolumn receive common inputs, have common outputs,
are interconnected, and may well constitute a fundamental
computational unit of the cerebral cortex.”
These microcolumns are grouped into columns whose populations are various, from some tens to some hundreds. These
columns are believed to contain microcolumns that react to
the same family of stimuli (e.g., the value of an angle in
the visual cortex). Rising in the neural hierarchy, columns
gather in macrocolumns and then several macrocolumns
together constitute the so-called functional areas of the
brain.
We propose to liken the fanals of the clique-based networks
to microcolumns, the clusters to columns, and finally the
network itself to a macrocolumn. For the sake of simplicity,
all the clusters have same cardinality l in this paper, but as
already stated, biological columns are of various sizes. The
term fanal has been adopted to represent a node in the cliquebased networks for two reasons. First, it expresses the reality
of a cluster in which only one fanal can be lighted during
the storage process; second, it makes clear that a node of the
graph is not a single neuron, but a group of neurons, namely
a microcolumn.
III. P ROCESSING S PARSE M ESSAGES
Consider a message of length χ composed of characters
taken in an alphabet denoted by A, the neutral character 0
being one of its elements. According to the classical definition,
a sparse message is a message containing few nonzero characters. Such messages are the subject of many current studies in
the field of information theory, especially for the compressed
sensing application [8], [9], or also for classification [24]. We
have here to change the definition and say that a message
is sparse when it contains few significant characters, that is, a
limited number of informative characters, in specific locations,
the others being of no concern. To take a simple example, if
A is the ensemble of positive or null integers less than eight,
a sparse message of length χ = 24, according to the conventional definition, could be: (000500060010000030000000),
whereas we consider here messages such as: (− − −5 − − −
6−−1−−−−−3−−−−−−−), each dash meaning “blank”.
The blank characters do not need to be stored by the neural
network and do not require any fanal to be recruited in the
storage of the message, while a classical sparse message would

Fig. 1. Network composed of nine clusters of 16 fanals each. A first clique
with four vertices has been formed in the network.

need the writing of the 0s. This vision of sparse messages is
much more in accordance with the way the brain learns its
knowledge elements, with the concern for parsimony.
A. Storing
Until Section VII, we consider the storage of messages
of length χ with the same number c of a few significant
characters that we call indifferently the clique or message
order in the sequel. Alphabet A contains l = 2κ nonblank
elements and, in the same way as proposed in [7], the network
is split into χ clusters, each containing l fanals. Therefore, the
network contains n = χl fanals and χ(χ − 1)l 2 /2 potential
connections, that is, a binary resource of
χ(χ − 1)l 2
[bits].
(4)
2
Starting from an initial state with no connection at all, the
storage of a first message will recruit c fanals and establish
c(c − 1)/2 connections to buildup a clique (see an example
in Fig. 1 for χ = 9, l = 16, and c = 4 and one established
clique with 4 × 3/2 = 6 connections). The probability that any
particular connection does not belong to this clique is supposed
to be: 1 − c(c − 1)/χ(χ − 1)l 2 (this is not rigorously exact
because the connections created by the clique are correlated,
but the effect of this correlation is negligible when a large
number of cliques have been formed). So, after the storage of
M independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random messages
(each character being drawn at random), this probability, which
we assume to give directly the expected connection density, is


c(c − 1) M
.
(5)
d =1− 1−
χ(χ − 1)l 2
Reciprocally, given a density d, the number M of i.i.d. stored
messages is
log(1 − d)
.

M=
(6)
c(c−1)
log 1 − χ(χ−1)l
2
Q=

Fig. 2 shows the evolution of d as a function of M, for
χ = 100, l = 64 and various values of c. For low values of
d, we have
c(c − 1)M
(7)
d≈
χ(χ − 1)l 2
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for a given binary resource, the shorter the messages are, the
more numerous they can be. However, the smaller a clique is,
the less robust it is facing possible flaws (e.g., errors, erasures
or over storage). The choice of c is thus the result of a tradeoff
between the density and robustness. The optimal values for
the applications of associative memory will be discussed in
Section IV.
B. Retrieving
The basic equations for the retrieving of stored messages
are still (2) and (3), but in which some adjustments have to
be made to consider sparsity
v(n i j ) ←

χ


max w(i  j  )(i j ) v(n i  j  ) + γ v(n i j )


i  =1 1≤ j ≤l

(12)

∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ χ : v max,i ← max (v(n i j ))
Fig. 2. Density of the network connections as a function of the number M
of stored messages, for χ = 100, l = 64 and four values of c.

1≤ j ≤l

v max ← max v max,i
1≤i≤χ

and reciprocally
M≈

χ 2l 2
n2d
χ(χ − 1)l 2
d≈
d≈
c(c − 1)
c(c − 1)
c(c − 1)

(8)

for χ
1. This very simple result shows that, for a given
density d and a particular value of the clique order, the number
of messages that the network is able to store is proportional to
the square of the number of nodes, or fanals. This quadratic
law has for instance to be compared with the well-known
sublinear law of Hopfield networks (see [7] for details) or other
comparable laws obtained with networks based on weighted
connections.
We can express the amount of binary information B stored
by the network after the memorization of M messages as
 
χ
+ cκ .
(9)
B = M log2
c
The first term between the parentheses accounts for the choice
of the clusters in the storage of one message, with c significant
characters among χ. The second term represents the binary
content of each message, where κ = log2 (l). Finally, we define
efficiency η as the ratio of B and Q:

2M log2 χc + c log2 (l)
B
=
.
(10)
η=
Q
χ(χ − 1)l 2
For efficiency equal to 1, this formula leads to an upper
bound for M, called the efficiency-1 diversity of the network1
Mmax =

χ(χ − 1)l 2
.
2 log2 χc + c log2 (l)

(11)

∀i and j, 1 ≤ i ≤ χ, 1 ≤ j ≤ l :

1 if v(n i j ) = v max and v max ≥ σi
v(n i j ) =
.
0 otherwise

(13)

Let us first point out that, despite the fact that a stored
message uses a restricted number c of clusters at each time,
these clusters vary from one message to another. Therefore, in
common situations, the decoding procedure has to address the
whole network uniformly. To achieve this, c is replaced with
χ as the upper index of the summation in (12). Second, the
winner-take-all rule expressed by (3) for each cluster has now
to be extended to the whole network to find the appropriate
clusters in search of a particular message, if their indices
are not known. To achieve this, (13) retains the maximum
value v max of maximum scores obtained in all clusters and
assigns v max as the condition to reach for all fanals to be
active. Finally and in general cases, threshold σ is now cluster
dependent and thus is denoted σi . Indeed, in some applications,
all the clusters may not be involved in a specific task. For
instance, if the network is asked to recognize, or reject, a
particular message with c < χ significant characters, only the
corresponding clusters have to be processed. The threshold
of the other clusters is then set at a high unreachable value.
In another situation if the network has to store not only binary
messages, but also some kind of cognitive features, the choice
of distinct values for σi may orientate the network decoding
toward constrained solutions. A high value for the threshold
of a particular cluster would mean that this has no relevance
in the current process.2

For instance, with χ = 100, l = 64, and c = 16, Mmax
is around 1.30 × 105 messages of 156 bits each. Density
calculated from (5) is then about 0.54.
From (11), we observe that the largest values of Mmax are
obtained for the lowest clique orders c. This is quite natural:

Suppose that a network with parameters χ and l has stored
M i.i.d. random messages with order c, that is, M cliques
with c vertices. We want to know what the error probability
is in the recovery of one stored message when ce < c clusters

1 However, because messages are not ordered in an associative memory and
therefore require less resource than ordered messages, efficiency larger than
1 is not inconceivable [7].

2 A C++ software, performing the storage and retrieval of sparse messages,
in the way described in this section, is available as a multimedia content in
IEEEXplore.
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are not provided with information. Two extreme cases have
to be considered. Either the indices of the ce missing clusters
are completely unknown—we call this most severe case blind
recovery—or they are totally known—it is then called guided
recovery.
A. Blind Recovery
The first and most obvious reason why the retrieving of a
previously stored message may fail is because at least one
other valid message shares the same known characters. For
i.i.d. messages and large enough values of c − ce and l, this
probability is negligible. The second reason is the possible
existence of spurious cliques (i.e., nonvalid cliques resting
inopportunely on the edges of valid cliques) that would
contain the known fanals and then interfere in the retrieving
process.
Because any subset of a clique is a clique, the probability
that no such spurious clique, of any order, exists is the
probability that there is no spurious clique with c − ce + 1
vertices, that is only one more than the known characters.
Therefore, to determine the probability of nonexistence of
spurious cliques of any order, it is sufficient to calculate the
probability P  of not having a spurious clique with c − ce + 1
vertices. Given the density d of the network connections, the
probability that a particular fanal does not form a clique with
the c − ce known fanals is 1 − d c−ce . The number of fanals
available to form such a spurious clique is ce (l − 1) + (χ − c)l.
Therefore, the probability that no such clique exists is
P  = 1 − d c−ce

ce (l−1)+l(χ−c)

.

Fig. 3. Error rate in both blind and guided recovery of M i.i.d. messages
with order c = 12 in a network composed of χ = 100 clusters of l = 64
fanals each. ce = 3 clusters have no initial information.

(14)

Because of the aforementioned arguments, the probability of
nonexistence of spurious cliques, which we assimilate to the
probability Pr of retrieving the correct message, is
Pr = 1 − d c−ce

ce (l−1)+l(χ−c)

.

(15)

Performing several iterations does not help the recovery in the
presence of spurious cliques. The appendix gives an example
of why such a spurious clique makes the decoding fail, even
in an iterative process. The probability of recovery error Pe is
then given by
Pe = 1 − Pr = 1 − 1 − d c−ce

ce (l−1)+l(χ−c)

(16)

which can be approximated, for small values of d, as
Pe ≈ (ce (l − 1) + (χ − c)l)d (c−ce ) .

Fig. 4. Diversity of the network composed of χ = 100 clusters of l = 64
fanals each, as a function of the message order c, when a quarter of the
c clusters have no information at the initialization step [relation (18) with
α = 0.25] and for a given error probability P0 in blind recovery.

(17)

Note that, even without erasure (ce = 0), the error probability
in blind recovery is not zero. This is because a given stored
clique of order c may belong to a spurious clique with order
c + 1, with approximated probability (χ − c)ld c .
The curve (a) of Fig. 3 shows the simulated error rate in
the blind recovery of messages, as a function of their number
M, for χ = 100, l = 64, c = 12, and ce = 3, after one
iteration of (12) and (13). All thresholds σi are equal to zero
in the decoding process and memory parameter γ is equal
to 1. Values given by (16) are also indicated, showing good
correspondence between theory and simulation.
From relations (5) and (16), it is possible to link M and c,
for a predetermined value of Pe = P0 . To do this easily, we use

the approximations given by (7) and (17), with the additional
and rough hypothesis: χ
c
1. We also set ce as a fraction
α of c: ce = αc. All this results in
 2   1
χl
P0 (1−α)c
M≈
.
(18)
c
χl
Fig. 4 shows the variation of diversity M, as a function of
c, for χ = 100, l = 64, α = 0.25 and three values of
P0 . These curves show that there exists a value of c that
maximizes the diversity of the network, for a given value of P0 .
This value, denoted copt, is estimated by deriving (18) (through
the logarithm) with respect to c, and finding the condition for
extremum. The computation gives
 
log χl
P0
.
(19)
copt ≈
2(1 − α)
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For instance, with χ = 100, l = 64, α = 0.25, we have
copt equal to 9 and 15 for P0 = 10−2 and 10−6 , respectively.
The corresponding diversities given by (18) are around 70 000
and 25 000 and efficiencies, as formulated by (10), are 33%
and 18%. As can be surmised, material efficiency (η) and
effectiveness in restoring the messages (Pe ) are conflicting,
but not so sharply.
B. Guided Recovery
In this favorable case, some characters of the message are
missing, but their supporting clusters are known. The thresholds σ of irrelevant clusters are then set to an unreachable
value. The situation comes down exactly to that described in
[7, Section VI] in which all clusters are systematically known
to retrieve a message. The error probability, after one iteration,
is given by
(l−1)ce
.
(20)
Pe = 1 − 1 − d c−ce
The simulated error rate, after several iterations, may be
notably less than Pe . The curves (b) and (c) of Fig. 3 show
the evolution of the error rate as a function of M, after one
and four iterations, respectively, and with the same parameters
as curve (a). The theoretical values given by (20) are also
indicated.
The gap in performance between the blind and guided
recovery is not considerable in terms of diversity. When
guided, instead of blind, decoding is performed and for a
given error rate, diversity M [which is roughly proportional
to density d, through approximation (7)] is higher by about
50%, after one iteration and 100% after four iterations.

Fig. 5. Type II error rate as a function of the density of the network composed
of χ = 100 clusters of l = 64 fanals each, with cliques of order c = 6 or 9.
Densities corresponding to efficiency-1 diversities (Mmax ) are also indicated.

Fig. 5 shows the type II error rate obtained from simulation,
on the one hand, and relation (22), on the other hand, as a
function of density d. The parameters are χ = 100, l = 64 and
c = 6 or 9. This figure also shows the values of efficiency-1
diversity Mmax , as calculated from (11), showing that low error
rates may be obtained even for efficiencies higher than 1. For
instance, with c = 9, diversities more than three times Mmax
[with d = 0.68 according to (5)] can be attained while keeping
the error rate below 10−6 .

V. S ET I MPLEMENTATION

VI. B LURRED M ESSAGES

As in [7, Section V], we consider a simple set implementation application. The network with parameters χ and
l stores M i.i.d. messages with same order c < χ. The
decoding procedure is still described by relations (12) and
(13) with γ = 1, but thresholds σ are now equal to c for the
clusters under test (those which have a fanal activated) and a
higher unreachable value for the others, to prevent them from
interfering. The network is then asked whether a message is
known by it or not, that is, practically whether the decoding
procedure will accept the stimulus without modification or not.
The recognition of stored messages is always successful, since
all the activated fanals will obtain the maximal score (i.e., c),
as soon as the first iteration has finished and no other one can
be the winner within the clusters under test. Therefore, the
type I error is naught:

Because the proposed network uses cliques as support of
information and since cliques are redundant structures, the
error correction of distorted or blurred incident messages is
possible. To illustrate this property, we consider a network
with parameters χ = 100, l = 64, and c = 12. M messages
are stored using c contiguous clusters, the first one being
randomly located at a position between 1 and χ − c + 1 = 89.
After the storage phase, messages are presented to the network
after systematic permutation of two consecutive characters, in
a cyclic way. For instance, if the messages were, among other
things, 12 letter English words, the stored word “intelligence”
may be received either as “nietllgineec” or “etnleilegcni”. If
the network is able to recognize “intelligence” from these
pairwise permuted versions, it would also be able to correct
less disturbed words, such as “intleligecne” or “intellgienec”
(a task that the human brain is also reputed to be capable
of [25]).
To allow the network to cope with the upset order of
characters, the initialization of the retrieving process has to
be modified: when a fanal is activated in a cluster, then the
equivalent fanals (i.e., fanals with the same index values j )
of the adjacent clusters have also to be activated. Therefore, at the beginning of the retrieving process, each cluster
contains three active fanals. The stored clique intelligence
being contained in the activated subgraph composed of the
12 × 3 = 36 nodes, the decoding procedure described by
(12) and (13) will hopefully, after several iterations, switch

Ptype I error = 0.

(21)

Because the thresholds of the irrelevant clusters are set to
unreachable values, the only possibility for the network to
accept a wrong message, that is, a type II error, is the existence
of a spurious clique of order c in the clusters under test.
Assuming again that not only messages, but also connections
are i.i.d., the probability of having such a spurious clique is

  c(c−1)

2
c(c−1)
c(c − 1) M
.
Ptype II error = d 2 = 1 − 1 −
χ(χ − 1)l 2
(22)
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this particular network with χ = 100 and l = 64, values
of c chosen between 8 and 20 would decrease the diversity
by about 10% or less from the optimal value obtained with
copt = 12.
To formalize the general case, let us consider clique orders
distributed between cmin and cmax , such that 1 < cmin ≤
cmax < χ. Following the same rationale that led to relation
(5), we can express the density of the network as

c
max 
c(c − 1) Mc
d =1−
(25)
1−
χ(χ − 1)l 2
c=c
min

Fig. 6. Error rate in the retrieving of messages distorted by permutations of
contiguous characters. The network parameters are χ = 100 and l = 64, and
messages have order c = 12.

off the irrelevant fanals and display the word with the right
order.
The probability for the decoder to fail is again related to
the existence of spurious cliques. The most likely are those
which share c − 1 vertices with the stored clique and use one
wrong fanal in the remaining cluster as the last vertex. For a
given set of c − 1 correct vertices, the probability that such a
spurious clique exists is d c−1 . Because there are 2c possible
patterns having c − 1 correct vertices and a wrong one (of two
possible) in the last cluster, the probability that a false clique
may exist, giving directly the error probability in the retrieving
process, is

2c
Pe = 1 − 1 − d c−1
≈ 2cd c−1 for d
1.
(23)
Fig. 6 shows the error rate obtained by simulation after one
and six iterations, as well as the theoretical curve deduced from
(23). Because messages that are presented to the network are
strongly distorted, several iterations are required to approach
the theoretical performance. By comparing abscissas in Figs. 3
and 6, we note that the network is able to correct wrong
messages as easily as, even a little better than, erasures.
If full anagrams, instead of contiguous permutations, were
considered, c fanals would have to be activated in each
cluster at the initialization step, instead of only 3. The error
probability in deciphering these anagrams would then be
given by
Pe = 1− 1 − d c−1

c(c−1)

≈ c(c − 1)d c−1 for d

where Mc is the number of messages stored with order c. If
c is uniformly distributed between cmin and cmax , Mc is equal
to M/λ, M still being the total number of i.i.d. messages and
λ = cmax − cmin + 1.
The storage and recovery rules are still those given in
Section III, with threshold values σi , all equal or not, depending on the application. The amount of binary information
borne by a particular message m ∈ M, materialized by a
clique with order cm , is now
 
χ
log2
+ cm log2 (l).
cm
To write this formula, we have considered that the value of cm
does not result from a choice but is imposed by message m.
Therefore, the value of cm does not bring any information
about this particular message.
Efficiency η is given by
 

 
χ
log2
+ cm log2 (l)
2
cm
m∈M
.
(26)
η=
χ(χ − 1)l 2
It is not easy to exploit this formula in the general case. For
a uniform distribution of orders c between cmin and cmax , this
amounts to a more convenient formula:

 
c
max 
χ
2M
log2
+ c log2 (l)
c
c=cmin
η=
.
(27)
λχ(χ − 1)l 2
As in Section III-A, it is then possible to find the efficiency-1
diversity by setting η = 1. This gives
Mmax =

λχ(χ − 1)l 2
.

 
c
max
χ
2
log2
+ c log2 (l)
c
c=c

(28)

min

1.

(24)

VII. VARIABLE O RDER M ESSAGES
We want now to assess the ability of the network with
parameters χ and l to store and retrieve messages with various
values of c. From Fig. 4, we can notice that a relatively large
set of orders c around copt may be employed without much
deteriorating the retrieving performance of the network. For
instance, with a targeted error rate P0 equal to 10−4 and for

For instance, taking cmin = 12 and cmax = 20 gives Mmax =
1.27 × 105 , a value very close to that obtained for c constant
and equal to 16, as observed in Section III-A.
Finally, to finish this survey of sparse messages stored
in network of neural cliques, we consider a network with
parameters χ and l storing M i.i.d. messages of variable and
uniformly distributed orders c and the blind recovery which is
done without the knowledge of ce = αc submessages. Relation
(16) being applicable to each of the subset of the messages
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Fig. 8. Example of failure in the retrieving of a stored clique (A-B-C-D-E-F)
due to a spurious clique of shorter order (A-B-C-D-X).
Fig. 7. Blind recovery error rate of messages with variable order between
cmin and cmax in a network with parameters χ = 100 and l = 64, and when
ce = c/4 clusters (on average) have no initial information. One iteration.

with particular order c, we can write the average retrieving
error rate as
cmax 

1 
αc(l−1)+(χ−c)l
1 − 1 − d (1−α)c
.
(29)
P̄e =
λ c=c
min

Combined with (25) for Mc = M/λ, it is then possible
to estimate the performance of the network in terms of error
rate versus diversity when variable order messages are stored.
Fig. 7 shows this performance in two cases: cmin = 6 and
cmax = 18 on the one hand, cmin = 12 and cmax = 24 on
the other hand, and for α = 0.25 (on average when c is
not a multiple of four). Both simulated and theoretical values
deduced from (29) are also displayed. As in the case of c
constant, performing multiple iterations does not reduce the
error rate and then only one iteration is considered. The curves
of Fig. 7 have to be compared with that obtained for c constant
and equal to 12 [Fig. 3(a)]. Unsurprisingly, the performance
is somewhat lower for variable order messages than for c
constant and close to copt. For low error rates, reduction in
diversity is more pronounced for small values of c. However,
in all cases, provided that c remains small compared with χ,
the order of magnitude for diversity remains the same.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We have demonstrated and assessed the ability of binary networks to store and retrieve a large number of sparse messages,
of constant or variable orders. These messages are stored as
cliques whose vertices belong to distinct clusters, the number
of which (c) is small compared with the total number (χ). The
stored messages may be retrieved in the presence of erasures
and even after some kind of distortion, provided that the
decoding algorithm is adapted to the particular problematic.
To speak in terms of nonlinear systems, we have shown that
an appropriately organized binary recurrent graph may contain
a large number of attractors. These stable and distinguishable
patterns may be considered as codewords of a distributed code

whose local codes are constant weight-1 codes [17] and the
global code is a clique-based code. The big difference and
advantage of this neural code over a classical distributed code,
such as turbo [26] or low-density parity-check [27] code, is
of course its ability to store independent codewords, that is,
words that are not linked by some linear coding relation.
Everywhere in this paper, we have considered messages as
i.i.d. to make probabilistic analysis simple. Indeed, identically
distributed patterns result in a homogeneous network, that is,
constant expected density. This hypothesis may not reflect real
applications for which messages to store are more or less
correlated (e.g., words of a lexicon having the same root).
Unequal density impairs the performance of the associative
memory because the most connected fanals may become less
discriminating in the search for the appropriate pattern, in case
of erasures or distortions. The effects of correlation have been
widely studied in the specific case of Hopfield networks (see
[28] for instance) and need also to be assessed for cliquebased associative memories, to find efficient compensation
techniques.
The construction of the proposed network was inspired by
the hierarchical organization of the neocortex: microcolumns
(fanals) grouped in columns (clusters), which gather in macrocolumns (networks). We have observed that the number of
messages that a network composed of χ = 100 clusters
having l = 64 fanals each is able to store and retrieve
correctly is around 100 000. If we extrapolate this result to
what could offer the resource of the human cortex with its
billion microcolumns (roughly), the quadratic law expressed
by (8) leads to 105 (109/6400)2 ≈ 1015 messages. This order
of magnitude is certainly exaggerated as the small world
organization of the neocortex [29] does not allow extending
the quadratic law to the whole scale.
The concept of neural clique is familiar to neuroscientists
[30], [31] but to our knowledge, the storage and retrieving
properties of clique-based sparse messages had never been
studied to the point of formalization we have developed in
this paper. In a recent communication [32], such clusterbased networks were also demonstrated to be suited to the
storage of sequences, and not only to atemporal messages.
To allow this, cliques are replaced with tournaments, that
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is, cliques where arrows substitute for edges. Efficiencies in
the range of 20% are achievable with still good properties
of robustness, tournaments being structures almost as redundant as cliques. The kind of neural networks that we have
analyzed in this paper has very simple storage and retrieving
rules and offers a large amount of storage capacity as well
as attractive correction properties. This may be considered
as a good candidate for modeling the cerebral long term
memory and also an interesting starting point for the design of
machines able to store a lot of messages/situations/sequences
and to combine them using some cognitive principles yet
to be defined. For instance, as already said in Section I,
this kind of network may be considered as an interesting
model for sparse coding dictionaries implementation. This
work is currently undertaken within the framework of the
Neural Coding Project funded by the European Research
Council.
A PPENDIX
Fig. 8 shows a stored clique of order six with vertices A, B,
C, D, E, and F, all belonging to distinct clusters. Only vertices
A, B, C, and D are known at the beginning of the retrieving
process. A spurious clique of order five with vertices A, B,
C, D, and X exists, due to connections established by other
stored cliques (not represented).
Therefore, at the beginning, A, B, C, and D have initial
values 1 whereas the others have value 0. Then unitary signals
are sent through the network and (11) with memory parameter
γ = 1 fixes all values to 4. Spurious vertex X cannot be
eliminated using relation (12); all values are then positioned
to 1. If a second iteration is carried out, the scores become
A = B = C = D = 7, E = F = 6, and X = 5. Again, because
E and F do not obtain the maximal score which is 7, only
nodes A, B, C, and D are assigned value 1 and the clique
cannot be recovered. Further iterations will repeat the same
cycle.
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